Quantitative study of ductal breast cancer progression: nuclear signatures for evaluation of progression grade.
The evaluation of progressive morphological changes, with 93 morphometric parameters in tissue lesions representative of ductal breast cancer progression, has been performed in order to define in great detail the profile of chromatin texture (nuclear signature) changes. A gradual, distinctive increase in nuclear signature alterations from hyperplasia to infiltrating carcinoma has been found. The nuclear signatures' analysis of microinfiltrating foci in comedo DCIS showed sharp differences compared with those of comedo DCIS they derived from: these foci consist of cells with smaller and also more homogeneous nuclei. Opposite to the prominent heterogeneity of those of comedo DCIS: they appear to express a reduced clonality in the new, more progressed, cell population. Digital analysis of chromatin patterns seems to be useful, beyond mere extraction of individual features of value, in getting objective data for individual grading and prognosis of breast cancer.